
CT Tubes 

The engineering team at 

Richardson Healthcare has 

decades of experience designing 

and bringing replacement CT 

tubes to the market.

P3 - Parts Program 

Manage your risk and lower 

your cost of CT ownership 

with guaranteed parts and 

tube coverage.

RELLHEALTHCARE.COM    HEALTHCARE@RELL.COM | 704.739.3597 

We are 
Here to Help
LOWER COSTS AND 
MAXIMIZE CT UPTIME

CT Replacement Parts 

QA3 Tested Canon/Toshiba* 

CT replacement parts for 

every Aquilion platform 

through the ONE.

CT Service Training 

Year-round classes with 

hands-on access to the Canon 

Aquilion Series.



LOCATIONS  LAFOX, IL  |  FORT MILL, SC  |  AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS

RELLHEALTHCARE.COM   HEALTHCARE@RELL.COM | 704.739.3597

High Quality CT Tubes and Parts

With our passion for product quality, we have built a reputation for unmatched reliability. 

We stand behind every component we deliver — with our exclusive QA3 testing protocols, 

expert engineering team, thousands of ready-to-ship parts in stock, and state-of-the-art 

CT manufacturing facility, you can be confident that your part will reach you on time and 

in working order.

Why Richardson Healthcare?

Richardson Healthcare is committed to supporting alternative service providers and 

hospitals with OEM-quality parts and hands-on training. When you choose Richardson 

Healthcare, you are choosing the best value, peace of mind, hassle free service, and support.

 + Replacement CT tubes manufactured to help 
reduce cost of service vs. OEM contracts

 + Proprietary QA3™ parts testing program means 
the industry’s top quality rates 

 + Hands-on training courses and 24/7 technical 
support from our expert engineers

 + Every part we ship is packaged like a new product

 + Forward stocking facilities in US and Europe 
and 24 legal entities worldwide for rapid customs-
cleared shipping

 + Backed by a publicly-traded company with 70 years 
of serving customers around the world

Hassle-Free Support

Overcome technical challenges with 

our team of experienced engineers and 

technicians. Whether it’s a simple answer 

or on-site troubleshooting, we can help any 

time, every time.
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*All product and company names are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks of their respective holders. Use of the trademarks is solely for identification purposes, and does not 
imply any affiliation with or endorsement by the trademark holders.


